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LLL LEADERSHIP: IS IT FOR YOU? 
 

- EXAMINING YOUR OPTIONS 

 
 
How wonderful that you have an interest in helping others experience successful breastfeeding 
relationships. La Leche League (LLL) Leaders have discovered the joy and satisfaction of nursing 
their babies and want to pass on what they have learned about this simple act of nurturing, so 
that others can experience it for themselves.  
 
Perhaps you turned to an LLL Leader, friend or relative for help or reassurance when you needed 
it. Sometimes a “sounding board” for any worries is all that is needed to restore confidence in 
your ability to nurse your baby. At other times having access to specific information is required. 
Part of an LLL Leader’s preparation involves learning where to go for further information if a 
question is beyond the immediate resources available.  
 
You may have attended a few LLL Series Meetings. These are a great introduction to what LLL is 
all about:  

� Offering mother-to-mother/peer-to-peer support  
� Providing information (rather than giving advice) 
� Enabling parents to make their own informed decisions based on their knowledge of 

their babies and their circumstances 
 
The information provided here is intended to help you work out whether LLL leadership is 
right for you.  
 

If you decide that you would like to submit an application, your Group Leader 
can provide you with the form after a thorough pre-application discussion. If you 
do not live near an LLL Group, you will be put in touch with a Leader for this 
conversation. You may decide, however, that now is not the right time for you or 
that you would feel happier helping your LLL Group in another way. Other 
options are available and are discussed later.  
 

 
WHAT DOES A LA LECHE LEAGUE LEADER DO?  
� Leads Series Meetings.  
 
� Manages an LLL Group.  
 
� Keeps up to date with the latest information.  
 
� Helps others over the phone, in person, or by email.  
 
� Works with Leader Applicants and others considering LLL leadership.  
 
Taking responsibility doesn’t mean you have to do everything yourself. Teamwork, identifying 
priorities and being realistic will help you to enjoy being an LLL Leader.  
 
LLL Leaders are all volunteers. They can claim expenses from LLLC.  
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If you find you can meet the needs of your family and your Group and still have time and energy 
for more, these are some possible extras: 
 

� Take an extended Leader role with your local LLL Area Council. 
� Speak at childbirth classes.  
� Raise funds for La Leche League Canada (LLLC). 
� Talk to students attending child development courses.  
� Meet with teenage parents. 
� Attend meetings with support organizations and health professionals to plan joint 

programs and events.  
� Write articles for LLL publications.  
� Help plan and organize LLL workshops, study days and conferences.  
� Lead a session at a workshop or Leader Day.  

 
 

HOW CAN I FIT LLL LEADERSHIP INTO MY LIFE?  
� It is a balancing act! Just as you wondered how you would cope with a baby, 

and then perhaps a second baby and toddler, you discover how to juggle many 
different things in your life. If LLL is important to you, it can become one of those 
balls in the air.  

 
� “Family First” is something we firmly believe in, and we understand how family needs often 

have to take priority. This does not mean that LLL comes last, and we hope that your 
application for leadership will prove to be an important priority for you.  

 
� LLL does take time: planning meetings, answering queries, making decisions with co- Leaders, 

liaising with the Leader Department and other departments, as needed, attending workshops 
and conferences. Many Leaders find that these activities enrich their lives, providing a 
wonderful network of friends and support for their breastfeeding and parenting choices, both 
now and as their children grow.  

 
 
 
WHAT DOES THE APPLICATION FOR LEADERSHIP INVOLVE?  
� You will correspond with a representative of the Leader Accreditation 

Department (LAD) about LLL philosophy and the basic responsibilities 
of LLL leadership. This Leader is called a Coordinator of Leader 
Accreditation (CLA) or an Associate Coordinator of Leader 
Accreditation (ACLA). Your A/CLA will write and ask you to write back 
about the different aspects of the application, beginning with your own 
experience of childbirth and breastfeeding. 

 
� Your A/CLA may ask you to explore some areas of work more fully and may share extra 

reading material with you to enlarge your understanding of aspects of the application. The  
A/CLA will work with you as flexibly as possible, taking account of your preferred learning style. 
Each leadership application is unique.  

 
� You will also meet and work with your supporting Leader (that’s the Group Leader who 

recommends you and helps you through your application). Together you will discuss aspects of 
LLL leadership and practise how to help those who will contact you for information or support. 
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Isolated Applicants  
It is possible to work through the application with only the support of an A/CLA. 
However, if at all possible, it is best to make contact with a local LLL Group and 
Leader to discuss your situation. If your nearest Group is too far away for you to 
attend meetings regularly, perhaps you can arrange to borrow books from the 
Group library, or at least attend a few meetings so that you know what happens 
at an LLL meeting.  

 
 
 
HOW LONG DOES THE APPLICATION TAKE? 
�  Most applications can be completed in less than 12 months.  
 
� It is not a race. Each Leader Applicant is expected to work at what feels 

like a comfortable pace. The LAD representative is there to help you keep 
up the momentum and enable you to reach your goal of accreditation as a 
LLL Leader.  
 
� Each Applicant’s situation is unique. You may have a very active toddler – or maybe twins! – or 

you may be expecting another baby. There may be other events, such as a house move or 
illness, that prolong the application period.  
 
�  Communicating regularly with your A/CLA is the key to progressing at a pace that suits you. If 

you need more time to respond you need only say so.  

  
 
ARE THERE ANY REQUIREMENTS I MUST MEET BEFORE I CAN APPLY?  
La Leche League Leaders represent the organization and are recognized as LLL Leaders 
worldwide, so La Leche League International (LLLI) sets universal prerequisites to applying for 
leadership and criteria for accreditation.  
 
Central to LLL is its philosophy, and Leaders demonstrate LLL philosophy in action. You and your 
supporting Leader will explore the extent to which your experience and ideas are a match with 
LLL philosophy. There may be areas where you disagree or have questions. It is important to 
discuss these with your supporting Leader beforehand, so that together you can work out whether 
you meet the prerequisites to applying for leadership. If you do not, there are still ways in which 
you can help others and stay involved in LLL. 
 
 
LLLI Prerequisites to Applying for Leadership  
 
1. Personal Breastfeeding Experience  
� At least nine months breastfeeding experience before applying for LLL 

leadership.  
 

� The baby was  nourished  with your milk until there was a nutritional  need for other foods  (i.e. 
about  the middle of the first year for a healthy, full-term baby).      
 
� If your baby has weaned, the baby was nursed for at least about a year and the transition from 

breastfeeding respected the baby’s needs. Note: Special consideration may be given to 
someone whose personal experience is outside the realm of a normal course of breastfeeding. 
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2. Mothering Experience  
� You value nursing at the breast as the optimal way to nourish, nurture and comfort your  baby. 
 
� You recognize, understand and respond to your baby’s need for your presence as well as for 

your milk.  
 
� You manage any separation from your baby with sensitivity and respect for the baby’s needs. 
 
 
3. Organizational Experience  
� You are a member of La Leche League. (The LLLC Leader Application fee includes LLL 

membership which is required to meet the prerequisites to applying for leadership.)  
 
� You support LLL purpose and philosophy. (See below.) 
 
� You have attended at least one series of meetings (where available) and have demonstrated a 

commitment to LLL.  
 
� You own and are familiar with the contents of the most recent edition of The Womanly Art of 

Breastfeeding as a primary resource for LLL Leaders.  
 
� You have a recommendation from an LLL Leader.  

 
 
4. Personal Traits 
� You have sufficient command of language to complete the application and preparation for 

accreditation and to fulfill the responsibilities of LLL leadership.  
 
� You have an accepting and respectful attitude toward others.  

 
� You exhibit warmth and empathy toward others.  
 
� You demonstrate or are willing to develop effective communication skills.  
 
Each Leader in LLL brings a unique experience, personal warmth and empathy as well as other 
skills to LLL work, whether that experience is with one baby or with several. 
 
There may be areas where you think you do not meet the prerequisites to applying for leadership. 
You are not alone! Many Leaders have had similar concerns. The important thing is to talk over 
your situation with your Group Leader. If it turns out that you are unable to proceed with an 
application at this time, there are other options for you to consider.  

 
 

LA LECHE LEAGUE PURPOSE and PHILOSOPHY  
 

La Leche League was founded to give information and encouragement, mainly 
through personal help, to all mothers who want to breastfeed their babies. While 
complementing the care of health professionals, it recognizes the unique importance 
of one mother helping another to perceive the needs of her child and to learn the best 
means of fulfilling those needs.  

 
LLL believes that breastfeeding, with its many important physical and psychological advantages, 
is best for baby and mother and is the ideal way to initiate good parent-child relationships. The 
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loving help and support of the other parent also enables the mother to focus on mothering so that 
together the parents develop close relationships which strengthen the family and thus the whole 
fabric of society.  
 
LLL further believes that mothering through breastfeeding deepens the understanding and 
acceptance of the responsibilities and rewards of this special role in the family. In addition every 
other role in life is enriched by the insights and humanity gained from the experience of 
mothering.  
 
La Leche League’s purpose is distinct. This singleness of purpose does not prevent interaction 
with other organizations with compatible purposes, but La Leche League will carefully guard 
against allying itself with another cause, however worthwhile that cause may be. 
The basic philosophy of LLL is summarized in the ten concepts below: 
 
LLL CONCEPTS  
� Mothering through breastfeeding is the most natural and effective way of 

understanding and satisfying the needs of the baby.  
 

� Alert and active participation by the mother in childbirth is a help in getting 
breastfeeding off to a good start.  

 
� Mother and baby need to be together early and often to establish a satisfying relationship and 

an adequate milk supply.  
 
� In the early years the baby has an intense need to be with his mother which is as basic as his 

need for food.  
 
� Human milk is the natural food for babies, uniquely meeting their changing needs.  
 
� For the healthy, full-term baby, breast milk is the only food necessary until baby shows signs of 

needing solids, about the middle of the first year after birth.  
 
� Ideally the breastfeeding relationship will continue until the baby outgrows the need.  
 
� Breastfeeding is enhanced and the nursing couple sustained by the loving support, help and 

companionship of the baby’s father. A father’s unique relationship with his baby is an important 
element in the child’s development from early infancy.  

 
� Good nutrition means eating a well-balanced and varied diet of foods in as close to their natural 

state as possible.  
 
� From infancy on, children need loving guidance which reflects acceptance of their capabilities 

and sensitivity to their feelings.  
 
These guiding principles of mothering, which are the foundation of LLL’s philosophy, are further 
developed in The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding. This book has provided needed answers to 
several generations of nursing mothers on every aspect of breastfeeding - available from your 
local LLLC Group or from Chapters.indigo.ca.  
 
WHAT WILL I DO DURING THE APPLICATION?  
� Write about your personal experience of breastfeeding and mothering. 

 
� Explore your understanding and acceptance of LLL philosophy.  
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� Learn about such topics as breastfeeding management and challenges.  
 
� Read a range of books and other publications.  
 
� Practise active listening and counselling skills with your supporting Leader.  
 
� Learn about La Leche League as an organization at local, national and international levels.  

 
� Learn about leading LLL Series Meetings and about fulfilling other Leader responsibilities.  
 
� Where possible, attend LLL workshops (including those run by LLL Communication Skills 

Development Facilitators) and Leader days, which are open to Leaders and Leader Applicants.  
 
 
LEADER ACCREDITATION – WHAT IS IT?  
 
A new LLL Leader will be accredited when the Applicant has:  
 
� Paid all appropriate fees. 
� Met the LLLI Prerequisites to Applying for Leadership. 
� Nursed a baby for about a year. 
� Demonstrated an understanding of LLL philosophy. 
� Conveyed knowledge of basic breastfeeding management, outlined in “Breastfeeding 

Management Skills Criteria.” (Ask to see the Breastfeeding Resource Guide.)  
� Demonstrated leadership skills and attitudes, outlined in “Leadership Skills Criteria.” (Ask  

to see the A Checklist of Topics to Discuss in Preparation for LLL Leadership) 
� Completed the LLL Leader accreditation process. (Ask to see A Preview of Mothers’ 

Questions/Problems and Group Dynamics/Management)  
� Signed the LLL Leader Statement of Commitment.  

 
 
 
I AM STILL INTERESTED, BUT DO NOT THINK THE TIME IS RIGHT FOR ME  
� You can still attend Group enrichment activities, conferences and workshops aimed at parents 

and potential Leaders. 
 
� Read as many books and LLL publications as you can on the subjects of breastfeeding and 

parenting. Ask your Group Leader to recommend publications which may be available from 
your Group library. This can be very worthwhile preparation before applying for LLL leadership.  

 
� Ask your Group Leader about Evaluation and Enrichment Meetings. Taking part in these 

meetings is an excellent way of keeping involved with your Group and gaining an insight into 
the role of an LLL Leader.  

 
 
I DON’T THINK I MEET THE PRE-REQUISITES TO APPLYING FOR 
LEADERSHIP  
� Talk to your Group Leader who will be happy to discuss any questions you have. 

 
� Perhaps there will come a time in the future when you would meet the prerequisites to applying 

for leadership. You could delay making your application until a later date. 
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You may be disappointed because you had hoped that LLL leadership would be a way for you to 
help others and “pay back” the support you have received. LLL recognizes that someone in your 
position has a great deal to offer others. We hope you will stay involved with your local LLL Group 
and know that we value the contribution you make.  
 
 
I DON’T THINK LLL LEADERSHIP IS FOR ME, BUT I STILL WANT TO HELP 
OTHERS  
� Be active in your LLL Group: perhaps you could take on a Group job, such as 

librarian or publicity.  
 

� Attend LLL Series Meetings and offer your experience. This is of enormous help 
to newcomers.  

 
� Offer to host a Series Meeting or other meeting. Publicize your Group by distributing meeting 

notices to clinics and doctors’ offices. 
 
� Help to raise funds for La Leche League Canada in order to provide more leaflets, tear-off 

sheets and books for your Group library.  
 
We would ideally love to help you find a place within LLL for your enthusiasm to help others. You 
may decide, however, that a counselling role appeals to you, but for one reason or another LLL 
leadership is not the way to reach your goal.  
 
Perhaps a more academic course appeals to you, leading to a health professional qualification. 
The International Board of Lactation Consultant Examiners (IBLCE) provides training for 
International Board Certified Lactation Consultants (IBCLCs). For more information about IBCLCs 
in Canada contact: Canadian Lactation Consultant Association / Association canadienne des 
consultantes en lactation - website: www.clca-accl.ca . 
 
 
I THINK I WANT TO APPLY, BUT I HAVE SOME MORE 
QUESTIONS   
� It is important that you talk to your Group Leader before making an application.  
� Make a note of your questions while they are fresh in your mind.  

 
 
 
YES, I DEFINITELY WANT TO APPLY! WHAT DO I DO NOW?  
 
1. Pre-application Dialogue 
Make sure you have had a detailed discussion with the LLL Leader who will be 
recommending you. Usually this is the Leader who will be working with you during 
your application period, referred to as your supporting Leader. This pre-application 
discussion will include talking about: 
 

� Your breastfeeding and parenting experience. 
� LLL philosophy and each of the ten concepts. 
� Responsibilities of an LLL Leader. 
� The application period. 
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Isolated Applicants  
If there is no LLL group near you, please email leaderaccreditation@lllc.ca  with 
subject line ‘Isolated and interested in LLL leadership.’ You can also phone or write 
to our National Office:    PO Box 307 Silton SK S0G 4L0  306-992-2125 
 
Please tell us what contact you have had with LLL, i.e., if and where you have attended an LLL 
Series Meeting or talked with a Leader. Someone will be in contact with you within 1-2 weeks, so 
you can begin a pre-application dialogue. This can be conducted by phone, online video, email or 
letter.  
 
2. Leader Recommendation  
❏ Ask your Group Leader to fill in a Leader Recommendation Form 
 
3. Application Form 
Ask your Group Leader for the Application for Accreditation as a La Leche League Leader.  
❏ Complete the application form.  
❏ Pay the $45 application fee online or attach a cheque payable to La Leche League Canada with 
your application form.  
 
The Group Leader will then send her recommendation together with your completed application 
and cheque, or receipt for online payment of the application fee, to the Coordinator of Leader 
Accreditation (CLA) for the Area.  
 
 
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?  
As soon as possible, usually within three weeks, you will hear from your A/CLA, with more in- 
formation about your application.  
 
 
THANK YOU for taking the time to read this information about LLL leadership. We hope that 
you now feel positive about whatever choice you make, whether or not LLL leadership is the right 
direction for you just now. 
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